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Abstract
Recent developments on the Tate or Eta pairing computation over hyperelliptic curves by Duursma–Lee
and Barreto et al. have focused on degenerate divisors. We present efficient methods that work for general
divisors to compute the Eta paring over divisor class groups of the hyperelliptic curves Hd : y2 = x p−x+d
where p is an odd prime. On the curve Hd of genus 3, we provide two efficient methods: The first
method generalizes the method of Barreto et al. so that it holds for general divisors, and we call it the
pointwise method. For the second method, we take a novel approach using resultant. Our analysis shows
that the resultant method is faster than the pointwise method, and our implementation result supports
the theoretical analysis. We also emphasize that the Eta pairing technique is generalized to the curve
y2 = x p − x + d, p ≡ 1 (mod 4). Furthermore, we provide the closed formula for the Eta pairing
computation on general divisors by Mumford representation of the curve Hd of genus 2.
c© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recent developments of pairing-based protocols call for efficient computation of pairings
(Boneh and Franklin, 2001; Cha and Cheon, 2003; Paterson, 2002; Smart, 1999, 2002). Barreto
et al. (2002) and Galbraith et al. (2002) provided the fast computation of Tate pairing over
supersingular elliptic curves y2 = x3 − x ± 1 in characteristic three. In 2003, Duursma and
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Lee (2003) provided a closed formula for the efficient computation of the Tate pairing on
y2 = x p − x ± 1, p = 3 (mod 4) in characteristic p. After then, Barreto et al. (2007) proposed
the efficient computations of Tate pairing on supersingular abelian varieties using the Eta pairing
approach. More recently, for a bilinear map in pairing-based protocols, Hess et al. in Hess et al.
(2006) and Granger et al. (2007) proposed the Ate pairing on elliptic curves and hyperelliptic
curves.
Over hyperelliptic curves, divisor operations are more complicated than point operations over
elliptic curves. Thus, the Tate pairing computation over a hyperelliptic curve is not considered
as efficient as that over an elliptic curve. However, the Eta pairing was faster over hyperelliptic
curves with genus 2 than elliptic curves according to the implementation result in Barreto et al.
(2007). Moreover, in some special cases, it was shown that hyperelliptic curve cryptosystem
(HCC) can be made more efficient than elliptic curve cryptosystems (ECC) by giving the explicit
formula for divisor operations (Lange, 2005; Pelzl, 2004). For the higher genus, preserving the
same security level, we can decrease the size of the defining field. In fact, some examples given
in Lange (2005) show that for the efficiency of cryptosystems, the size of the defining field is
more important than the complexity of group operation formula. Therefore, it is worth working
over some special types of hyperelliptic curves for efficient Tate pairing computations.
Recent developments (Barreto et al., 2007; Duursma and Lee, 2003) on the Tate pairing
computation on hyperelliptic curves over a finite field Fq have focused on the case of degenerate
divisors. However, in the pairing-based cryptography, the efficient Tate pairing implementation
over general divisors is significantly more important. For instance, in the Boneh–Franklin
identity-based encryption scheme, the private keys are general divisors, and therefore the
decryption process requires computing a pairing of general divisors. For the case of genus 2,
the result in Choie and Lee (2004) presents both divisorwise and pointwise approach, and it
turns out that the divisorwise approach is more efficient than the pointwise approach. For the
case of genus ≥ 3, no Tate pairing computation method has been developed for general divisors.
In this paper we consider the Eta pairing computation on general divisors on supersingular
hyperelliptic curves Hd : y2 = x p − x + d for odd prime p. In Barreto et al. (2007), on the
hyperelliptic curves Hd, the Eta pairing approach is described only for p ≡ 3 (mod 4) and the
case of p ≡ 1 (mod 4) remains as an open problem. In Theorem 2.2, we show that the Eta
pairing approach is generalized to the curve Hd in the case of p = ±1 (mod 4) by modifying
some condition of Theorem 1 in Barreto et al. (2007) slightly.
First, we give two methods for general divisors on the genus 3 curve of Hd , and they provide
very explicit algorithms. The first algorithm is a generalization of the algorithm for the Eta pairing
computation on degenerate divisors by Barreto et al. (2007), called the pointwise method. For the
second algorithm, we take a novel approach using resultant. It is a hard task to find an explicit
algorithm for the Eta pairing computation only by using symmetric functions from the product
of the Eta paring value on each pair of supporting points. However, an advantage of using the
resultant is that we can make the computation steps much simpler and more explicit so that we
can obtain an explicit algorithm. For the complexity analysis, we focus on the case that both
divisors of the Eta pairing consist of supporting points in H (F73n), not in H (F7n). Our analysis
shows that in this case the resultant method is faster than the pointwise method. In more detail,
the resultant method is 48.5% faster than the pointwise computation in the best case and 15.3%
faster in the worst case, and our implementation result supports the theoretical analysis. This is
the first implementation over hyperelliptic curves with genus 3.
Furthermore, we provide a closed formula for the Eta pairing computation on general divisors
by Mumford representation of the genus 2 curve of Hd and give the complex analysis.
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We organize this paper as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief summary of the Tate pairing
and the Eta pairing, and show that the Eta pairing approach can be generalized to the curve
y2 = x p − x + d where p ≡ 1 (mod 4). Section 3 discusses the pointwise method of the curve
y2 = x7 − x ± 1, and Section 4 presents the resultant method of the genus 3 curve. In Section 5,
we compare the complexities of two methods, and Section 6 provides experimental results based
on our implementation using NTL (Shoup, 2001) software package. In Section 7, we present an
explicit algorithm for the Eta pairing computation on the curve of y2 = x5 − x + d, d = 1, 2
with complex analysis.
We used SINGULAR (Greuel, 2005) software package for symbolic computations.
2. Tate pairing and Eta pairing
Let Fq be a finite field with q elements, and H/Fq be a hyperelliptic curve over Fq . We denote
by JH the group of degree zero divisor classes of H . Note that each divisor class can be uniquely
represented by the reduced divisor using the Mumford representation (Mumford, 1984). Reduced
divisors of the curve H can be found as discussed in Koblitz (1998) and Mumford (1984).
We recall the definition of the Tate pairing (Frey and Ru¨ck, 1994). Let  be a positive divisor
of the order of JH (Fq) with gcd(, q) = 1, and k be the smallest integer such that  | (qk − 1);
such k is called the embedding degree. Let JH [] = {D ∈ JH | D = O}. The Tate pairing is a
map
〈 · 〉 : JH [] × JH (Fqk )/JH (Fqk ) → F∗qk /(F∗qk )
〈D, E〉 = f,D(E ′),
where div( f,D) = D and E ′ ∼ E with support(E ′) ∩ support(div( f,D)) = ∅. We define
the Tate paring value by t (D, E) = 〈D, E〉
qk −1

 so that the pairing value is defined uniquely.
Here  can be replaced by any integer N such that  | N | qk − 1 (Galbraith et al., 2002). Thus
t (D, E) = 〈D, E〉
qk −1
N
N .
For supersingular hyperelliptic curves, there exists a distortion map ψ such that
t (D, ψ(E)) = 1 for two divisors D, E with prime order (Galbraith and Pujolas, 2005). For
efficient Tate pairing computation, we define the twisted Tate pairing,
tˆ(D, E) = t (D, ψ(E)) = f,D(ψ(E)′)
qk−1
 ,
where ψ(E)′ can be replaced by the effective divisor of the reduced divisor of the divisor class
ψ(E) (Granger et al., 2007). In the following, the evaluation f (E) of a rational function f at a
divisor class E implies the evaluation at the effective divisor of the reduced divisor of the divisor
class E .
Now we discuss the Eta pairing introduced in Barreto et al. (2007) which is very useful
for efficient computation of the Tate pairing. The Eta pairing technique is a generalization of
Duursma–Lee’s method (Duursma and Lee, 2003) and gives a further improvement with shorter
loop length by choosing a proper T ∈ Z.
Definition 2.1 (Barreto et al., 2007). For two divisor D and E in JH and T ∈ Z, we define the
Eta pairing to be
ηT (D, E) = fT ,D(ψ(E)), (1)
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where D′ + ( fT ,D) = T D for a reduced divisor D′. For points P, Q, we define ηT (P, Q) =
ηT ((P) − (O), (Q) − (O)).
On the hyperelliptic curve of y2 = x p − x + d , the Eta pairing approach is described only for
p ≡ 3 (mod 4) in Barreto et al. (2007). The case of p ≡ 1 (mod 4) remains as an open problem
for using Eta pairing computation. Here, we show that the Eta pairing approach is generalized to
the curve Hd in the case p = ±1 (mod 4) by modifying one condition slightly.
Theorem 2.2 (Barreto et al., 2007). Let H be a supersingular curve over Fq with distortion
map ψ and embedding degree k as above. Let D and E be reduced divisors of degree zero on H
defined over a finite field Fq with order dividing N and let M = (qk − 1)/N. Suppose T ∈ Z is
such that
1. T D ≡ γ (D) in the divisor class group where γ is an automorphism of H which is defined
over Fq .
2. γ and ψ satisfies the condition
γψ [q] = ψ,
where ψ [q] means the function obtained by applying the q-power Frobenius map to the
coefficients of ψ .
3. T a + (−1) p+12  = L N for some a ∈ N and L ∈ Z.
4. T = q + cN for some c ∈ Z.
Then
(〈D, ψ(E)〉MN )L = (ηT (D, E)M )aT
a−1
. (2)
Proof. Since T a + (−1) p+12  = L N , (T a + (−1) p+12 )D ≡ 0, and hence T a D ≡ (−1) p−12 D.
For the reduced D,
f LN,D = fL N,D = fT a+(−1) p+12 ,D = fT a,D · v
,
where v is the product of vertical lines through the supporting points of D,  = 0 if p ≡ 1 (mod
4) and  = 1 if p ≡ 3 (mod 4) or p = 2. Evaluating at ψ(E) and raising to the power M we have
fN,D (ψ(E))M L = fT a,D(ψ(E))M · v(ψ(E))M
= fT a,D(ψ(E))M
= fT ,D(ψ(E))MaT a−1
using Lemmas 1 and 2 in Barreto et al. (2007). Thus, the result follows as asserted. 
Let p be an odd prime and q = pn where n is an odd prime different from p. We consider a
hyperelliptic curve Hd,g over Fq defined by
Hd,g : y2 = x p − x + d, g = p − 12 ,
where g is a genus, d denotes a fixed quadratic residue or a quadratic nonresidue mod p. The
embedding degree k is p for p ≡ 1 (mod 4) and 2 p for p ≡ 3 (mod 4) (Duursma and Sakurai,
1998). Let ψ be an endomorphism on the curve Hd,g given by
ψ : Hd,g → Hd,g, ψ(x, y) = (ρ − x, σ y), (3)
where ρ is a root of ρ p − ρ + 2d = 0, and σ is a root of σ 2 + 1 = 0.
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Lemma 2.3 (Duursma and Sakurai, 1998). Let P = (α, β) ∈ Hd,g. The function
h p,P = β p y − (α p − x + d) p+12
has divisor (h p,P) = p(P) + (P ′) − (p + 1)O, where P ′ = (α p2 + 2d, (−1) p+12 β p2).
Let vp,P be a vertical line passing through P ′ and O and f p,P = h p,P/vp,P . Then from
Lemma 2.3, it follows that
( f p,P) = p(P) − (−P ′) − (p − 1)O
with −P ′ = [p]P = (α p2 + 2d, (−1) p−12 β p2).
From Lemma 2.3, we observe that p((P) − (O)) ≡ ([p]P) − (O), thus the multiplication
by p over Hd,g has an extremely special form such as [p] = φπ2, where φ(x, y) = (x +
2d, (−1) p−12 y) and πp is a Frobenius map of pth power.
Remark 2.4. Over the hyperelliptic curve Hd,g, the Eta pairing is optimal when T is q (Granger
et al., 2007), so we work on the case T = q and in this case we denote ηT by η. Theorem 2.2 on
the curve Hd,g where p ≡ 3 (mod 4) is discussed in Barreto et al. (2007). Now we investigate
the Eta pairing approach on the curve Hd,g where p ≡ 1 (mod 4). If D is a divisor defined over
Fq , then q D ≡ φn(D). Hence we set γ = φn . We note that ρ p = ρ − 2d . Since p ≡ 1 (mod 4),
we have
γψq = φnψ pn (x, y) = φn(ρ pn − x, σ pn y)
= φn(ρ − 2dn − x, σ y) = (ρ − x, σ y) = ψ(x, y).
With this result, having parameter N = q p − 1, T = q, c = 0, a = p and L = 1, we apply
Theorem 2.2.
From Theorem 2.2, we have the relation of the Tate pairing and the Eta pairing over the curve
Hd,g as follows:
tˆ(D, E)L = η(D, E)MaT a−1 .
It is therefore enough to compute η(D, E) to obtain tˆ(D, E) for any divisors D, E ∈ JHd,g (Fq).
For divisors D, E in JHd,g (Fq), the Eta pairing can be computed by
η(D, E) =
n−1∏
i=0
f p,Di (ψ(E))p
n−1−i
, (4)
where Di+1 + ( f p,Di ) = pDi with a divisor D0 = D and some rational function f p,Di .
When all the points in support(D) and support(E) are Fq -rational points, using Eq. (2) makes
the Eta pairing computation very efficient as mentioned in Barreto et al. (2007). In our work, we
will extend the concept of the Eta pairing on general divisors, that is, the supports of D and E
are not necessarily Fq -rational points.
From Sections 2–5, we focus on the hyperelliptic curve Hd,3 : y2 = x7 − x + d, d = ±1. In
Section 7, we consider a hyperelliptic curve Hd,2 : y2 = x5 − x + d, d = 1, 2. These cases are
cryptographically useful (Barreto et al., 2007; Duursma and Sakurai, 1998).
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3. Pointwise computation of the Eta pairing on Hd,3
This section presents a generalization of the pointwise method developed in Barreto et al.
(2007) and Duursma and Lee (2003) for computing the Eta pairing over the general divisors D
and E on Hd,3 : y2 = x7 − x + d . This method can be used for any general divisors, but we
focus on the case that both divisors D and E consist of the supporting points in Hd,3(F73n), not
in Hd,3(F7n). We also analyze the complexity of the pointwise computation of the Eta pairing.
For divisors D, E in JHd,3(F7n ), the Eta pairing can be computed by
η(D, E) =
n−1∏
i=0
f7,Di (ψ(E))7
n−1−i
,
where D and E have the form D = (P1)+(P2)+(P3)−3(O), E = (Q1)+(Q2)+(Q3)−3(O)
for points Pk and Q j contained in Hd,3(F73n) with k, j = 1, 2, 3.
For i ≥ 1, let Di = (Pi,1) + (Pi,2) + (Pi,3) − 3(O) be the reduced divisor equivalent to 7i D,
then f7,Di (ψ(E)) can be computed by
f7,Di (ψ(E)) =
3∏
k, j=1
f7,Pi,k (ψ(Q j )),
where ( f7,Pi,k ) + (Pi+1,k ) = 7(Pi,k ) − 6(O), P0,k = Pk , Pi,k = φiπ2i7 (Pk) for i ≥ 1.
We notice that v7,Pi,k (ψ(Q j )) belongs to F77n , therefore v7,Pi,k (ψ(Q j ))7
7n−1 = 1. It thus
follows that
f7,Pi,k (ψ(Q j ))7
7n−1 = h7,Pi,k (ψ(Q j ))7
7n−1.
Consequently, we have
η(D, E)7
7n−1 =
(
n−1∏
i=0
h7,Di (ψ(E))7
n−1−i
)77n−1
. (5)
Algorithm 1 shows the pointwise computation of the Eta pairing.
Algorithm 1 Pointwise computation of the Eta pairing on Hd,3
INPUT: D, E ∈ JHd,3(F7n )
OUTPUT: η(D, E)77n−1
1: g ← 1
2: Compute Pk = (αk , βk), k = 1, 2, 3 and Q j = (x j , y j ), j = 1, 2, 3 which are supporting points for
D and E , respectively.
3: for i = 0 to n − 1 do
4: for k, j = 1 to 3 do
5: Compute hk, j = β7k · y j · σ − (α7k + x j + d − ρ)4
6: Set αk ← α72k + 2d, βk ← −β7
2
k
7: Set h ←∏3k, j=1 hk, j
8: end for
9: Set g ← g7 · h
10: end for
11: return Return g77n−1 = η(D, E)77n−1.
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Let Mi denote the time to perform a multiplication in F7in and Si denote the time for a squaring
in F7in . For simplicity, we assume that a squaring cost is similar to a multiplication cost, and
we omit the computation cost for 7th powering since it is negligible compared with the other
operations.
We find the total complexity of Algorithm 1 as follows. In Step 5, for each of k, j , it requires
two multiplications and two squarings in F73n ; since (A − ρ)4 := (α7k + x j + d − ρ)4 would
require two S3 and one M3 for the calculation of A2, A3 = A · A2, (A2)2. Thus the total for
Step 5 is 9(2M3 + 2S3). On the other hand, Step 7 needs eight multiplications in F73(14n) and
one multiplication in F714n . For computing η(D, E), the total complexity for Algorithm 1 is
therefore
TP,3 := 2T3rt + n(9 · 4M3 + 8M42 + 1M14) = 2T3rt + n (36M3 + 8M42 + 1M14), (6)
where T3rt is the total time required for finding the supporting points of D and E .
4. Computation of the Eta pairing on Hd,3 using the resultant
In this section, we use the resultant for the Eta pairing computation of the general divisors D
and E on the curve Hd,3 : y2 = x7 − x + d . For the given divisor inputs D, E with the Mumford
representation, we want to be able to express all the intermediate formulas for the final Eta pairing
value in terms of only the coefficients of the Mumford representations of D and E . An approach
only by using the symmetric functions would end up with overly complicated formula. By using
the resultant for the evaluation of a rational function at a divisor, we can make the computation
steps much simpler and more explicit so that we can obtain an explicit algorithm. We analyze
our algorithm for the case that D and E have supporting points in H (F73n), not in H (F7n), and
it turns out that this approach is faster than the pointwise method.
To obtain the value of η(D, E), we find the explicit formulas for Di = [7i ]D and f7,Di for
i ≥ 1, and we also obtain the evaluation formula of rational function f7,Di at a divisor in a very
explicit way.
Let D be a reduced divisor of Hd,3 such that
D = (P1) + (P2) + (P3) − 3O = [u D, vD],
where Pj = (α j , β j ) for j = 1, 2, 3, u D = x3 + u D,2x2 + u D,1x + u D,0, and vD =
vD,2x2 + vD,1x + vD,0 ∈ F7n [x]. Let D0 = D, Di+1 + ( f7,Di ) = 7Di , and Di = [u Di , vDi ] for
each positive integer i .
The following lemma provides us with explicit formulas for u Di and vDi in terms of the
coefficients of u D and vD for i ≥ 1. The proof can be obtained from the knowledge of Section 5
in Appendix of Koblitz (1998).
Lemma 4.1. Let [7] be the multiplication map by 7 on the divisor class group of Hd,3/F7n . Then
we have, for i ≥ 1, [7i ]D = Di = [u Di , vDi ] with
u Di = x3 + (u D,2 + id)7
2i
x2 + (u D,1 + 3idu D,2 − 2i2)72i x
+ (u D,0 − 2idu D,1 − 3i2u D,2 − i3d)72i ,
vDi = (−1)i
(
v7
2i
D,2x
2 + (3idvD,2 + vD,1)72i x + (−3i2vD,2 − 2idvD,1 + vD,0)72i
)
.
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For any divisor E = [uE , vE ] in JHd,3(Fq), the endomorphism ψ in Eq. (3) on divisors are
easily deduced as follows: ψ(E) = [uψ(E), vψ(E)], where
uψ(E) = x3 − (3ρ + uE,2)x2 + (3ρ2 + 2uE,2ρ + uE,1)x
− (ρ3 + uE,2ρ2 + uE,1ρ + uE,0),
vψ(E) = σ(vE,2x2 − (2ρvE,2 + vE,1)x + vE,2ρ2 + vE,1ρ + vE,0).
(7)
As seen in Eq. (5), it is sufficient to find h7,Di . In the following proposition, we thus find the
function h7,D such that D1 + (h7,D/v7,D) = 7D in an explicit way.
Proposition 4.2. Let D be a reduced divisor with D = [u D, vD] and τ be a map
τ : Hd,3 → H˜d,3, (x, y) → (X, Y ) = (x − ξ, y), where ξ = 2u D,2.
Then
(i) D˜ = τ (D) = [X3 + u˜1 X + u˜0, v˜2 X2 + v˜1 X + v˜0], where
u˜1 = 3ξ2 + 2ξuD,2 + uD,1, u˜0 = ξ3 + uD,2ξ2 + uD,1ξ + uD,0,
v˜2 = vD,2, v˜1 = 2ξvD,2 + vD,1, v˜0 = vD,2ξ2 + vD,1ξ + vD,0. (8)
(ii)
h7,D(x, y) = (h˜7,D˜ ◦ τ )(x, y),
where
h˜7,D˜(X, Y ) = δY 3 + s(Z)Y 2 + t (Z)Y − (Z3 + u˜71 Z + u˜70)4,
where Z = X − ξ7 + ξ − d, and δ, s(Z) and t (Z) are described in Table 5 of Appendix.
Proof. Let H˜d be the image of Hd,3 under the isomorphism τ . Since D = [u D, vD] :=
g.c.d.(u D, y − vD) where u D(x), y − vD(x) ∈ F7n (Hd,3) (refer to Koblitz (1998)), we
have τ (D) = D˜ = [u D˜, vD˜] = g.c.d.(u D˜, Y − vD˜) where u D˜ = u D ◦ τ−1, (Y − vD˜) =
(y − vD) ◦ τ−1 ∈ F7n (H˜d). Thus, we obtain Eq. (8) from the calculation of u D ◦ τ−1 and
(y − vD) ◦ τ−1.
For P = (α, β) ∈ Hd,3,
h7,P(x, y) = h7,P (τ−1)(X, Y ) = β7Y − (α7 − X − ξ + d)4
= β7Y − ((α − ξ)7 − (X − ξ7 + ξ − d))4
= h˜7,τ (P)(τ (x, y)).
Thus, for D = (P1) + (P2) + (P3) − 3(O),
h7,D(x, y) = h7,P1(x, y)h7,P2(x, y)h7,P3(x, y)
=
3∏
j=1
h˜7,τ (Pj )(τ (x, y)) =
(
3∏
j=1
h˜7,τ (Pj )
)
(τ (x, y)) = h˜7,D˜(τ (x, y)),
where
h˜7,D˜(X, Y ) =
3∏
j=1
(
β˜7j Y − (α˜7j − (X − ξ7 + ξ − d))4
)
. (9)
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If we apply the Elimination method in Cox et al. (1997) to Eq. (9) with elimination order
{α˜1, α˜2, α˜3} > {u˜1, u˜0}, then we can obtain Eq. (9) as a function of u˜1 and u˜0. The coefficients
for h˜7,D˜(X, Y ) are described in Table 5, where the second column shows the corresponding
coefficients in terms of v˜i and u˜i with i = 0, 1, 2. 
For computing h7,D , we can use resultant instead of elimination. If we apply elimination or
resultant directly to u D(x), then the formulas for h7,D is a huge polynomial in terms of the
coefficients of u D and vD . The translation τ plays an important role to reduce the size of the
formulas.
Now we use resultant to evaluate a rational function at a divisor, which is necessary to achieve
our goal. For the definition of resultant and its properties, we refer to Yap (2000, Ch. VI).
Theorem 4.3 (Yap, 2000). Let F be a field. For A, B ∈ F[x] with deg A = m, deg B = n, we
have
res(A, B) = an
m∏
i=1
B(αi ),
where α1, α2, . . . , αm ∈ F¯ (=algebraic closure of F) are all the roots of A and a is the leading
coefficient of A.
With the same notations as in Theorem 4.3, furthermore, we have
res(A, B) = (−1)mnres(B, A).
In addition, efficient reduction method for computing the resultant is also introduced in Yap
(2000, Ch. VI). When m ≥ n, by the Euclidean division algorithm, there exist Q(x), R(x) ∈
F(x) such that A(x) = Q(x)B(x) + R(x) with deg R < n. Then
res(A, B) = (−1)mnres(B, R). (10)
Now we are ready to use the resultant for the Eta pairing computation.
Theorem 4.4. Let D, E be divisors of the curve Hd,3 defined by D = [u D, vD], E = [uE , vE ].
Let τλ be a map τλ : (x, y) → (x − λ, y).
(i) Let ξi = 2u Di ,2, θi = ξ7 − ξ + d and ρ′ = ρ − d.
Then we have Eˆi = τθi ◦ ψ(E) = [uEˆ (Xˆ), vEˆ (Xˆ)] such that
u Eˆ ,2 = −3ρ′ − (ξi + θi + uE,2),
uEˆ ,1 = −3ρ′2 − (2(ξi + θi) + 2uE,2)ρ′ + (2(ξi + θi)2 − 3(ξi + θi )uE,2 − uE,1),
uEˆ ,0 = −ρ′3 − (uE,2)ρ′2 + (2(ξi + θi )2 − 3(ξi + θi )uE,2 − uE,1)ρ′
− ((ξi + θi )3 + 3(ξi + θi )2uE,2 + 2(ξi + θi )uE,1 − uE,0),
vEˆ ,2 = σvE,2,
vEˆ ,1 = −σ(2vE,2ρ′ + vˆ1), vˆ1 = 2vE,2(ξi + θi ) + vE,1,
vEˆ ,0 = σ(vE,2ρ′2 + vˆ1ρ′ + vˆ0), vˆ0 = vE,2(ξi + θi )2 + vE,1(ξi + θi ) + vE,0.
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(ii) Let D˜i = τξi (Di ). Then h˜7,D˜i = (−1)iδ7
2i
1 Y
3 + si (X)Y 2 + ti (X)Y + wi (X), where
si (X) =
6∑
j=2
δ7
2i
j (X − θi )6− j ,
ti (X) = (−1)i
15∑
j=7
(−1)iδ72ij (X − θi )15− j ,
wi (X) = −((X − θi )3 + u˜72i+11 (X − θi ) + u˜7
2i+1
0 )
4,
and δ j ’s are given in Table 5.
(iii) The Eta pairing of D and E is given by
η(D, E)7
7n−1 =
(
n−1∏
i=0
res(uEˆi , HD˜i ,Eˆ mod uEˆi )
7n−i−1
)77n−1
,
where HD˜,Eˆ is given in Table 6 of Appendix.
Proof. (i) The result is obtained from the calculations of uE ◦τ−1ξi+θi ◦ψ−1 and (y −vE )◦τ−1ξi+θi ◦
ψ−1.
(ii) We can compute h˜7,D˜i by using Table 5 taking Di as an input. Let δi, j , j = 1, . . . , 15
be the coefficients of h˜7,D˜i for each Di described in Table 5. Then from Lemma 4.1, we can
compute the following values:
ξi = ξ72i0 , u˜i, j = u˜7
2i
0, j for j = 0, 1, v˜i, j = (−1)i v˜0, j for j = 0, 1, 2.
These relations give the following simple expressions for δi,1, ..., δi,15:
δi, j =
{
δ7
2i
0, j if j = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
(−1)iδ72i0, j otherwise.
(iii) We recall
η(D, E)7
7n−1 =
(
n−1∏
i=0
h7,Di (ψ(E))7
n−i−1
)77n−1
.
Using Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 4.2, we have the evaluation h7,Di (ψ(E)) as following:
h7,Di (ψ(E)) =
3∏
j=1
h7,Di (ψ(Q j ))
= res(h7,Di (ψ(x, vE (x))), uE (x)). (11)
Since
h7,Di (ψ(E)) = h7,Di ◦ τ−1ξi ◦ τ−1θi ◦ τξi +θi (ψ(E)),
Eq. (11) equals to
res(HD˜,Eˆ , uEˆ ),
where HD˜,Eˆ = h7,Di ◦ τ−1ξi ◦ τ−1θi and Eˆ = τξ+θi ◦ ψ(E).
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Now by using the reduction method in Eq. (10), we can compute res(HD˜,Eˆ (Xˆ), uEˆ (Xˆ)) by
res(uEˆ , HD˜,Eˆ ) = res(uEˆ , Ri ),
where Ri = HD˜,Eˆ mod uEˆ . 
Now we describe an algorithm for computing the Eta pairing on divisors, and we also compute
its complexity. From Theorem 4.4, the Eta pairing can be computed by using Algorithm 2. Since
Algorithm 2 Eta pairing computation by using resultant on Hd,3
INPUT: D = [u D, vD], E = [uE , vE ] ∈ JHd,3(F7n ), endomorphism ψ
OUTPUT: η(D, E)77n−1
1: Set ξ ← 2u D,2 and θ ← ξ7 − ξ + d .
2: Compute u1 = 3ξ2 + 2ξu D,2 + u D,1 and u0 = ξ3 + u D,2ξ2 + u D,1ξ + u D,0.
3: Compute δ j for j = 1, . . . , 15 using Table 5.
4: g ← 1,
5: for i = 0 to n − 1 do
6: Compute Eˆ = τξ+θ (ψ(E))
7: Compute HD˜,Eˆ and R = HD˜,Eˆ (mod uEˆ ) (Table 6).
8: Compute h7,Di (ψ(E)) = res(uEˆ , R).
9: g ← g7 · h7,Di (ψ(E))
10: Set u0 ← u720 , u1 ← u7
2
1
11: Set ξ ← ξ72 , θ ← θ72 , δ j ← δ72j if j = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and δ j ← − δ7
2
j otherwise.
12: end for
13: return g77n−1 = η(D, E)77n−1.
vEˆ , j = σ · (some element in F77n ), j = 0, 1, 2, we note that HD˜,Eˆ in the step 7 of Algorithm 2
can be written as
HD˜,Eˆ = −x12 +
10∑
i=0
(diσ + ei )xi , di , ei ∈ F77n for 0 ≤ i ≤ 10.
To find HD˜,Eˆ (mod uEˆ ) in the step 7, we use the following recursive relations:
ξi = u72i+1D,2 xi ≡ ai x2 + bi x + ci (mod uE ), 3 ≤ i ≤ 12,
a3 = −uEˆ ,2, b3 = −uEˆ,1, c3 = −uEˆ ,0,
ai = ai−1a3 + bi−1, bi = ai−1b3 + ci−1, ci = ai−1c3.
Then R can be computed by
R = HD˜,Eˆ (mod uEˆ )
=
(
σ
(
d2 +
10∑
i=3
ai di
)
+
(
a12 + e2 +
10∑
i=3
ai ei
))
x2
+
(
σ
(
d1 +
10∑
i=3
bi di
)
+
(
b12 + e1 +
10∑
i=3
bi ei
))
x
+
(
σ
(
d0 +
10∑
i=3
ci di
)
+
(
c12 + e0 +
10∑
i=3
ci ei
))
. (12)
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Now we discuss the complexity of Algorithm 2 by counting the number of operations which
are necessary for computing η(D, E). We denote the time for multiplications in F714n ,F77n and
F7n by M14, M7 and M , respectively. We also denote M1,7 the time cost for a multiplication
between F7n and F77n . Noting that, in Step 6, uEˆ , j , j = 0, 1, 2 and vEˆ ,0, vEˆ ,1 belong to F77n ,
and from Eq. (7) we have vEˆ ,2 = σ · (some element in F7n ). The computation cost of HD˜,Eˆ in
Step 7 is counted in Table 6. We need 7M + 18M7 for computing xi (mod uE ) since we do not
need the computation x11, and we need 48M7 to compute R in Eq. (12). Furthermore, we need
3M in the step 2, and 39M in the step 3 from Table 5. For each loop, we need 5M in the step 6,
17M + 31M1,7 + 4M7 in the step 7 from Table 6, 1M14 in the step 9. The total complexity of
Algorithm 2 is therefore
TR,3 := 42M + n(29M + 31M1,7 + 70M7 + Tres + 1M14), (13)
where Tres is the computation cost for the resultant res(uEˆ , R) of uEˆ and R in F714n . We calculate
the resultant by computing the determinant of two polynomials with degree 2 and 3 in Mumford
representation. Then we have Tres = 48M7.
5. Complexity comparison of the Eta pairing on Hd,3
In this section we compare the complexities of our two methods given in Sections 3 and 4.
When an extension degree is of the form k = 2i 3 j , the computation cost for a multiplication
in Fqk is theoretically 3i 5 j times of the cost for a multiplication Fq (Knuth, 2004; Koblitz and
Menezes, 2005). From this observation, we assume that
1 mult. in F73n(M3) ≈ 5M, 1 mult. in F73(7n)(M21) ≈ 5M7,
1 mult. in F714n(M14) ≈ 3M7,
and we also let M1,7 ≈ 7M .
With the above assumptions, the pointwise computation cost in Eq. (6) is TP,3 = 2T3rt +n(36·
5M + 123M7), where T3rt is the time for finding all the roots of a cubic polynomial over F73n .
By Berlekamp–Rabin algorithm (Berlekamp, 1970), we have T3rt = O(32 log 3 log 73n) · M3 ≈
27n · 4 · M3 = 108nM3.
Counting the cost for T3rt , we finally have
TP,3 ≈ n(1260M + 123M7).
On the other hand, the total time for the resultant method in Eq. (13) is TR,3 = 40M +
n(246M + 70M7 + Tres + 1M14), where Tres is the time for computing the resultant of two
polynomials over F714n . As mentioned in Section 4, we have Tres = 48M7. Thus, the computation
cost of our resultant approach is approximately
TR,3 = 42M + n(246M + 121M7).
To analyze TP,3 and TR,3, we need to estimate the ratio of M7 and M . According to Knuth
(2004, Section 4.3), there are cases for which a multiplication in Fqm can be done with m
multiplications in Fq . Therefore, we estimate 7M ≤ M7 ≤ 49M .
To compare the complexities of two methods, we summarize TP,3, TR,3 and the ratio
TP,3/TR,3 in Table 1 for a few security levels (Koblitz and Menezes, 2005). The last row of
Table 1 shows the range of the ratio TP,3TR,3 . We can conclude that the Eta pairing computation
using resultant is 48.5% faster than the pointwise computation in the best case and 15.3% faster
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Table 1
Complexity comparison
Security (bits) 80 128 192
Bitlength of 714n 1140 3072 8192
n 29 79 211
Pointwise (TP,3) 36540M + 3567M7 99540M + 9717M7 265860M + 25953M7
Resultant (TR,3) 7176M + 3509M7 19476M + 9559M7 51948M + 25531M7
TP,3
TR,3
1.1798 ≤ TP,3TR,3 ≤ 1.9380 1.1799 ≤
TP,3
TR,3
≤ 1.9396 1.1800 ≤ TP,3TR,3 ≤ 1.9401
in the worst case. For fixed n, as M7/M decreases, the ratio TP,3/TR,3 increases. This implies
that better performance of a multiplication in F77n makes the resultant method more efficient
than the pointwise method on general divisors which split in F73n , neither in F72n nor in F7n .
Furthermore, we observe that when M7/M is fixed, as n is increasing, TP,3TR,3 is also increasing.
Thus, for higher security level, the resultant method gives better efficiency than the pointwise
method.
6. Experimental results of the Eta pairing on Hd,3
We proposed two methods by the resultant and pointwise approach for computing the Eta
pairing over the genus 3 hyperelliptic curve Hd,3 : y2 = x7 − x + d, d = ±1 over F7n . Our
analysis in Section 5 showed that the resultant approach is up to 48.5% faster than the pointwise
approach. In this section, we provide the experiment results based on our implementation of
the methods using NTL software package. Ours is the first implementation for the Eta pairing
computation for genus 3 hyperelliptic curves.
We measure M, M3 and M7, the three important parameters used in the analysis in Section 5,
in NTL. Then we measure the running times of the implementations of the methods and compare
the results with our analysis.
For each security level s, we first need to find a prime n such that 2s ≈ 73n, and also find
a large prime  dividing |JHd,3(F7n)| such that  ≈ 2s . The formula for |JHd,3(F7n )| is given in
Duursma and Sakurai (1998). By searching for good candidates for  and n from n = 29 through
n = 79, we find the four values of n, namely, 29, 43, 47 and 73 with corresponding primes as
given in Appendix.
Table 2 shows the amount of time to perform the field multiplications in F7n , F73n and F77n
using NTL. In detail, we used class ZZ pE for finite field operations in F7n , and we used class
ZZ pEX for modular polynomial arithmetic to implement operations in F73n and F77n . The table
was computed by taking average time of 5000 multiplications of random elements in each field.
According to Table 2, the speed of field operations in NTL is not quite optimal for cryptographic
applications. However, our goal is to compare the efficiency of two algorithms depending on
field operations, and therefore usage of NTL is sufficient for our purpose since both algorithms
are implemented on the same library.
In Section 5, we assumed the ratio M3/M is 5 for the field operations M3 in F73n and M in
F7n . However, in NTL the actual ratio M3/M is approximately 7 or 9 as shown in Table 2, and
M7/M in Table 2 is in the range 7 ≤ M7/M ≤ 49 as we expected. In our implementation M42
is optimized to 56M3. Therefore, each complexity for the Eta pairing computation is given by
TR,3 = 40M + n(246M + 121M7) and
TP,3 = 2 T3rt + n (36M3 + 8M42 + 1M)
= 2T3rt + n(36M3 + 56 · 8M3 + 3M7) ≈ n(700M3 + 3M7).
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Table 2
Multiplication timings (in milliseconds)
n 29 43 47 73
F7n (M) 0.2562 0.5686 0.6626 1.6062
F73n (M3) 2.4 4.3218 4.8906 11.1562
F77n (M7) 7.8438 16.672 17.5156 27.8688
M3/M 9.36768 7.60077 7.38092 6.94571
M7/M 30.6159 29.3211 26.4347 17.3508
Table 3
Complexity comparison: examples in NTL
Bitlength of 714n 1140 1690 1847 2869
n 29 43 47 73
Pointwise (TP,3) 20300M3 + 87M7 30100M3 + 129M7 32900M3 + 141M7 51100M3 + 219M7
Resultant (TR,3) 7176M + 3509M7 10620M + 5203M7 11604M + 5687M7 18000M + 8833M7
TP,3
TR,3
1.6825 1.4252 1.5225 2.0946
Table 4
Experimental results (in seconds)
Bitlength of  237 338 373 608
Bitlength of 714n 1140 1690 1847 2869
n 29 43 47 73
Pointwise method(TP,3) 38.3564 99.2936 120.672 399.962
Resultant method(TR,3) 19.6315 60.4622 73.9278 226.412
TP,3
TR,3
1.95382 1.64224 1.63229 1.76652
According to the actual ratio of the field operations in NTL, Table 1 is adjusted to obtain Table 3.
As shown in Table 3, for n ≥ 43, as n increases, TP,3/TR,3 also increases as we expected in
Section 5. On the other hand, when n increases from 29 to 43, TP,3/TR,3 decreases, which is
opposite to what we expected, and we guess that the reason is the following: For instance, we
observe that when n changes from 29 to 43, the decrement of M3/M (resp. M7/M) is 1.767
(resp. 1.295). On the other hand, when n changes from 43 to 47, the decrement of M3/M (resp.
M7/M) is 0.220 (resp. 2.886). So, the decrement of M3/M is much larger than M7/M when n
changes from 29 to 43, while M3/M is much smaller than M7/M when n changes from 29 to
43.
From Table 3, the resultant method is 40.57% (resp. 29.38%, 34.32%, and 52.26%) faster than
the pointwise method for n = 29 (resp. 43, 47, and 73). These examples support our theoretical
complexity analysis in Section 5, that is, for higher security level the resultant method is more
efficient than the pointwise method for the Eta pairing computation.
Table 4 shows the implementation results of the Eta pairing for selected examples. The
resultant method is 48.8% (resp. 39.1%, 38.7%, and 43.4%) faster than the pointwise method
for n = 29 (resp. 43, 47, and 73). We performed fifty calculations with random samples for each
method and took the average time. The experiments ran on a machine with 2.2 GHz Opteron,
and we used Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0.
Our implementation shows that the performance ratio TP,3TR,3 for n = 29 is larger than the ratio
for n = 73, while the theoretical complexity analysis in Table 1 shows the other way around.
This difference occurs because of the relative time cost T3rtTP,3 for computing all the supporting
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Table 5
h˜7,D˜ formula for D
Input D = [u D, vD ] Cost
Output h˜7,D˜(X,Y ) = δ1Y 3 + s(X)Y 2 + t (X)Y − ((X − θ)3 + u˜71(X − θ) + u˜70)4
s(X) =∑6j=2 δ j (X − θ)6− j , t (X) =∑15j=7 t˜ j (X − θ)15− j
ξ = 2u D,2, θ = ξ7 − ξ + d
u˜1 3ξ2 + 2ξu D,2 + u D,1 = u D,1 + 2u2D,2 3M
u˜0 ξ3 + u D,2ξ2 + u D,1ξ + u D,0 = u D,0 + 2u D,1u D,2 − 2u3D,2
v˜2 vD,2 2M
v˜1 2ξvD,2 + vD,1 = −(3u D,2vD,2 − vD,1)
v˜0 vD,2ξ2 + vD,1ξ + vD,0 = −(3u2D,2vD,2 − 2u D,2vD,1 − vD,0)
δ1 (v˜2u˜0(v˜2(v˜2u˜0)+ 3v˜1(v˜0 + 2v˜2u˜1))+ v˜21(v˜0u˜1 − v˜1u˜0) + v˜0(v˜2u˜1 − v˜0)2)7 8M + 2S
δ2 (4(2v˜2u˜1 + v˜0)(−v˜2u˜1 + v˜0) − v˜1(3v˜2u˜0 + v˜1u˜1))7 3M
δ3 (−2v˜2u˜0(2v˜2u˜1 + v˜0) + v˜1(2v˜2u˜0 + v˜0u˜1))7 2M
δ4 (3v˜22 u˜
2
0 + v˜1u˜0(−2v˜2u˜1 + 3v˜0) + v˜0u˜1(2v˜2u˜1 − 2v˜0))7 2M + 1S
δ5 (v˜2v˜0(2v˜1v˜0 − 3u˜1u˜0) − v˜1u˜1(v˜0u˜1 − v˜1u˜0) + 2v˜20 u˜0)7 3M
δ6 (2u˜0(v˜2u˜0)(v˜2u˜1 − 2v˜0) − (v˜0u˜1 + v˜1u˜0)(4v˜1u˜0 + 2u˜1(v˜0 − v˜2u˜1)))7 4M
δ7 (−2v˜2u˜1 + 3v˜0)7
δ8 (2v˜2u˜0 − v˜1u˜1)7
δ9 (2u˜1(v˜0 − v˜2u˜1) + 2(2v˜0u˜1 − v˜1u˜0))7
δ10 (u˜1(2v˜2u˜0 + v˜1u˜1) + v˜0u˜0)7 1M
δ11 (u˜21(−2v˜2u˜1 + v˜0) + u˜0(v˜2u˜0 + 2v˜1u˜1))7 2M + 1S
δ12 (u˜0(3u˜1(2v˜2u˜1 + v˜0) − v˜1u˜0))7 1M
δ13 (u˜20(−v˜2u˜1 + 2v˜0) + 3u˜21(v˜1u˜0 − v˜0u˜1))7 2M + 1S
δ14 (2u˜20(v˜2u˜0 + 2v˜1u˜1) + 3(u˜0v˜0)u˜21)7 2M
δ15 (u˜1(u˜20(−v˜2u˜1 +2v˜0)+3u˜21(v˜1u˜0 − v˜0u˜1))+ u˜20(2u˜1(v˜2u˜1 − v˜0)+4(v˜0u˜1 +
v˜1u˜0))7
2M
Total cost Notation: M denotes a multiplication in F7n , and S a squaring in F7n . 32M + 5S
points of an input divisor. In more detail, in the theoretical complexity analysis, for T3rtTP,3 we have
a flat ratio approximately 0.152. On the other hand, in our implementation, T3rtTP,3 is 0.447242
(resp. 0.436616, 0.41533, and 0.170231) for n = 29 (resp. 43, 47, and 73). Thus the ratio T3rtTP,3 is
varying depending on the values of n, and in fact, the ratio is largest when n = 29 and smallest
when n = 73.
7. Computation of the Eta pairing on Hd,2
Theorem 2.2 in Section 2 shows that the approach by the Eta pairing technique is useful on
the curve y2 = x p − x + d , where p ≡ 1 (mod 4). We consider a genus 2 hyperelliptic curve of
y2 = x5 − x + d, d = 1, 2 which is defined over Fq with q = 5n and n an odd prime integer. A
curve y2 = x p − x +d over Fq with p ≡ 1 (mod 4) has the embedding degree k = p (Duursma
and Sakurai, 1998), so it is of embedding degree k = 5. We also consider an endomorphism ψ
on the curve Hd,2 given by
ψ : Hd,2 → Hd,2, ψ(x, y) = (ρ + (2n − 1)d − x, 2y),
where ρ ∈ F55n is a root of ρ5 − ρ + 2d = 0.
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Table 6
HD˜,Eˆ formula complexity counting
i ith coefficient of HD˜ Cost
12 −1
10 δ7vEˆ,2 + 3u˜71 1M
9 δ7vEˆ,1 + δ8vEˆ,2 + 3u˜70 2M1,7
8 δ2v2Eˆ,2 + δ7vEˆ,0 + δ8vEˆ,1 + δ9vEˆ,2 + u˜
14
1 1M + 1S + 2M1,7
7 2δ2vEˆ,1vEˆ,2 + δ3v2Eˆ,2 + δ8vEˆ,0 + δ9vEˆ,1 + δ10vEˆ,2 + 2u˜
7
0u˜
7
1 2M + 3M1,7
6 δ1v3Eˆ,2 + 2δ2vEˆ,0vEˆ,2 + δ2v
2
Eˆ,1
+ 2δ3vEˆ,1vEˆ,2 + δ4v2Eˆ,2 + δ9vEˆ,0 3M + 4M1,7 + 1S
+δ10vEˆ,1 + δ11vEˆ,2 + u˜140 + 3u˜211
5 3δ1vEˆ,1v
2
Eˆ,2
+ 2δ2vEˆ,0vEˆ,1 + 2δ3vEˆ,0vEˆ,2 + δ3v2Eˆ,1 + 2δ4vEˆ,1vEˆ,2 7M1,7 + 1M
+δ5v2Eˆ,2 + δ10vEˆ,0 + δ11vEˆ,1 + δ12vEˆ,2 + 2u˜
7
0u˜
14
1
4 3δ1vEˆ,0v
2
Eˆ,2
+3δ1v2Eˆ,1vEˆ,2+δ2v
2
Eˆ,0
+2δ3vEˆ,0vEˆ,1+2δ4vEˆ,0vEˆ,2+δ4v2Eˆ,1 5M1,7 + 2M
+2δ5vEˆ,1vEˆ,2 + δ6v2Eˆ,2 + δ11vEˆ,0 + δ12vEˆ,1 + δ13vEˆ,2 + 2u˜
14
0 u˜
7
1 − u˜281
3 −δ1vEˆ,0vEˆ,1vEˆ,2 +δ1v3Eˆ,1 +δ3v
2
Eˆ,0
+2δ4vEˆ,0vEˆ,1 +2δ5vEˆ,0vEˆ,2 +δ5v2Eˆ,1 1M7 + 5M1,7 + 1M
+2δ6vEˆ,1vEˆ,2 + δ12vEˆ,0 + δ13vEˆ,1 + δ14vEˆ,2 + 3u˜210 + 3u˜70u˜211
2 (3δ1v2Eˆ,0vEˆ,2+3δ1vEˆ,0v
2
Eˆ,1
+δ4v2Eˆ,0+2δ5vEˆ,0vEˆ,1+2δ6vEˆ,0vEˆ,2+δ6v
2
Eˆ,1
1M7 +2M1,7 +1M +1S
+δ13vEˆ,0 + δ14vEˆ,1 + δ15vEˆ,2 + u˜140 u˜141
1 3δ1v2Eˆ,0vEˆ,1 + δ5v
2
Eˆ,0
+ 2δ6vEˆ,0vEˆ,1 + δ14vEˆ,0 + δ15vEˆ,1 + 3u˜210 u˜71 1M + 1M7 + 1M1,7
0 δ1v3Eˆ,0 + δ6v
2
Eˆ,0
+ δ15vEˆ,0 − u˜280 1M7 + 1S
Total cost 4S + 13M + 31M1,7 +
4M7
In this section, we provide the evaluation form of the rational function at a given divisor
using the resultant and give the closed formula with the algorithm for the computation of the Eta
pairing.
From Lemma 2.3, we observe that p((P) − (O)) ≡ ([p]P)− (O), thus the multiplication by
p over Hd,2 has a special form such as [p] = φπ2, where φ = (x + 2d, y) and π is a Frobenius
map of pth power.
Let D be a reduced divisor with the Mumford representation [u D, vD] = [x2 + u D,1x +
u D,0, vD,1x + vD,0] in JHd,2 . Then we have the following formula for Di = 5i D.
Lemma 7.1. Let [5] be the multiplication map by 5 on the divisor class group of Hd,2 over
F5n . Let D be a reduced divisor of Hd,2 as before, D0 = D, [5i ]D = Di = [u Di , vDi ] with
Di+1 + ( f5,Di ) = 5Di for i ≥ 1. Then we have, for i ≥ 1, with
u Di = x2 + (u D,1 + id)5
2i
x + (u D,0 + 3id u D,1 − i2d2)52i
vDi = vD,15
2i
x + (3id vD,1 + vD,0)52i .
What follows is the main theorem of this section.
Notation: For any polynomial h, h[i] denotes raising the power of 5i to only the coefficients
of h(x), and also for just constant a, a[i] = a5i .
Theorem 7.2. For general divisors D, E ∈ JHd,2(F5n ) and the endomorphism ψ , the Eta pairing
η(D, E) with T = 5n is given by
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Table 7
The explicit formula for Hi (X) on y2 = x5 − x + d, d = 1, 2
Input u D(Z), vD(Z), vE (X), g0(X, Y, Z) = vD(Z)Y − (Z − ρ + X)3, i Cost
Output Gi (X) = X6 + hi,5 X5 +
∑4
j=0(hi, j + ki, j )X j , Ui (X) = X2 + Ui,1 X + Ui,0
and Hi(X) = Gi (X)/Ui (X)
w1 = u D,1vD,1, w2 = u D,0vD,0,
w3 = (u D,1 + u D,0)(vD,1 − vD,0), w4 = (u D,1 + u D,0)(vD,1 + vD,0), z1 =
u D,0 + u2D,1
4m + 1s
δi (vD,1(w3 − w1 + w2) + v2D,0)5
i 1m + 1s
ai,0 (2u D,0(w4 − w1 − w2) + u2D,1(−w3 + w1 − w2))5
i
2m
ai,1 (2u D,1(w3 − w1 + w2) − w2)5i 1m
ai,2 (w4 − 2w3 + w1 + 2w2)5i
ai,3 (w1 + 2vD,0)5i
bi,0 u3·5
i
D,0 1m + 1s
bi,1 −(2u2D,0u D,1)5
i
1m
bi,2 −(2u D,0z1)5i 1m
bi,3 (u D,1z1)5
i
1m
bi,4 −2z5i1
bi,5 −2u5iD,1
v1 = 2vE,1, v0 = 2vE,0, v2 = (2vE,0)2, v3 = 4vE,0vE,1, v4 = (2vE,1)2 1m + 2s
gi,0 bi,4ρ4 + bi,3ρ3 + (bi,2 + 1)ρ2 − 2ρd + (bi,1 + bi,5)ρ − 2bi,5d + (v5−i−12 δi + bi,0) 1m
gi,1 bi,4ρ3 + 2bi,3ρ2 − (2bi,2 + 1)ρ + 2d + (2v5−i−13 δi − bi,1) 1m
gi,2 bi,4ρ2 − 2bi,3ρ + (v5−i−14 δi + bi,2) 1m
gi,3 bi,4ρ − bi,3
gi,4 bi,4
gi,5 −ρ − bi,5
ki,0 v5
−i−1
0 ai,3ρ
3 + v5−i−10 ai,2ρ2 + v5
−i−1
0 ai,1ρ + v5
−i−1
0 ai,0 4m
ki,1 v5
−i−1
1 ai,3ρ
3 + (2v5−i−10 ai,3 + v5
−i−1
1 ai,2)ρ
2 − (2v5−i−10 ai,2 − v5
−i−1
1 ai,1)ρ
−(v5−i−10 ai,1 − v5
−i−1
1 ai,0) 4m
ki,2 2v5
−i−1
1 ai,3ρ
2 − (2v5−i−10 ai,3 + 2v5
−i−1
1 ai,2)ρ + (v5
−i−1
0 ai,2 − v5
−i−1
1 ai,1)
ki,3 −2v5−i−11 ai,3ρ − (v5
−i−1
0 ai,3 − v5
−i−1
1 ai,2)
ki,4 −v5−i−11 ai,3
Ui,1 −(2ρ + u5i+1D,1 + 3d))
Ui,0 ρ2 + (u5i+1D,1 + 3d)ρ + (u5
i+1
D,0 − du5
i+1
D,1 + 1)
η(D, E) =
n−1∏
i=0
resX (Hi(X), u[−i−1]E (X)) (14)
where Hi is given in Table 7.
Proof. From Eq. (4) we have
η(D, E) =
n−1∏
i=0
f5,Di (ψ(E))5
n−1−i
,
where Di+1 + ( f5,Di ) = 5Di with D0 = D and some rational function f5,Di . It is thus enough
to evaluate the rational function f5,Di at a divisor ψ(E). We use Theorem 4.3.
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Let P = (α, β), Q = (xQ, yQ) be points in Hd,2. Then by Lemma 2.3 we have 5i P =
(α5
2i + 2id, β52i ) and f5,P(x, y) = h5,P(x, y)/(x − α1), where α1 = α52 + 2d and
h5,P(x, y) = β5 y − (α5 − x + d)3.
Using Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 4.3,
h5,Di (x, y) =
∏
(α,β)∈ support{D}
(β5
2i+1
y − (α52i+1 − x + (2i + 1)d)3),
= resz(hi (z, x, y), u D(z)52i+1),
where hi (z, x, y) = vD(z)52i+1 y − (z − x + (2i + 1)d)3.
As ψ(Q)5n−1−i = (ρ+(2i +1)d −x5n−1−iQ , 2y5
n−1−i
Q ), letting X Q := x5
n−1−i
Q , YQ := 2y5
n−1−i
Q
and Z := z5n−1−i ,
h5,Di (ψ(Q))5
n−1−i = resZ (h[n−1−i]i (ψ(Q)5
n−1−i
, Z), u[i]D (Z)),
where h[n−1−i]i (ψ(Q)5
n−1−i
, Z) = v[i]D (Z)YQ − (Z + X Q − ρ)3.
Then we get
h5,Di (ψ(Q))5
n−1−i = resZ (v[i]D (Z)Y − (Z − ρ + X)3, u[i]D (Z))
= δi Y 2 + ai (ρ − X)Y + bi(ρ − X)
where δi is given in Table 7, ai (ρ − X) =∑3j=0 ai, j (ρ − X) j , bi (ρ − X) =∑6j=0 bi, j (ρ − X) j
and each value ai, j and bi, j are given in Table 7.
It thus follows from Theorem 4.3 that
h5,Di (ψ(E))5
n−1−i = resX (δiv2E (X) + ai (ρ − X)vE (X) + bi (ρ − X), u[−i−1]E (X)). (15)
With setting X6 + ∑5j=0 gi, j X j := δiv2E (X) + bi(ρ − X) and ∑4j=0 ki, j X j := ai (ρ −
X)vE (X), we can simplify Eq. (15) as follows:
h5,Di (ψ(E))5
n−1−i = resX (Gi (X), u[−i−1]E (X)),
where
Gi (X) = X6 + gi,5 X5 +
4∑
j=0
(gi, j + ki, j )X j
with gi, j and ki, j given in Table 7.
Since f5,Di = h5,Di /u Di+1, we have
f5,Di (ψ(E))5
n−1−i = resX (Hi, u[−i−1]E (X)),
where Hi(X) = Gi (X)/Ui (X) and Ui (X) := X2 + Ui,1 X + Ui,0 = u Di+1(ψ(x, y))5n−1−i by
letting X = x5n−1−i . The coefficients of Ui (X) are given in Table 7.
Putting all together, our assertion follows. 
Closed formula for η(D, E)
From Eq. (14), the closed formula for η(D, E) can be obtained by computing
resX (Ri (X), u[−i−1]E (X))/resX (Ui (X), u
[−i−1]
E (X)),
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where Ri (X) = Gi (X) (mod u[−i−1]E (X)).
Using the reduction formula X j = μ[−i−1]j X + ν[−i−1]j (mod u[−i−1]E (X)) given by
μ2 = −uE,1, ν2 = −uE,0 (16)
μ j = −uE,1μ j−1 + ν j−1, ν j = −uE,0μ j−1, j = 3, ..., 6,
we obtain
Ri (X) = μ · ( gi + ki )X + ν · ( gi + ki ) = Ri,1 X + Ri,0,
where
μ = (μ6, μ5, μ4, μ3, μ2, 1, 0), ν = (ν6, ν5, ν4, ν3, ν2, 0, 1),
gi = (1, gi,5, gi,4, gi,3, gi,2, gi,1, gi,0), ki = (0, 0, ki,4, ki,3, ki,2, ki,1, ki,0)
with Ri,1 := μ·( gi + ki ), Ri,0 := ν ·( gi + ki ). We refer to the step 8 through step 10 in Algorithm
3. Hence, we have
Gi := resX (Gi (X), u[−i−1]E (X)) = resX (Ri (X), u[−i−1]E (X))
= R2i,0 − u5
−i−1
E,1 Ri,1 Ri,0 + u5
−i−1
E,0 R
2
i,1,
Ui := resX (Ui (X), u[−i−1]E (X)) = resX (Ui (X) (mod u[−i−1]E (X)), u[−i−1]E (X))
= (Ui,0 − u5−i−1E,0 )2 − u5
−i−1
E,1 (Ui,0 − u5
−i−1
E,0 )
× (Ui,1 − u5−i−1E,1 ) + u5
−i−1
E,0 (Ui,1 − u5
−i−1
E,1 )
2,
as we see the step 11 and the step 15 in Algorithm 3.
Thus, the closed formulas for η of D, E is following:
η(D, E) =
(
n−1∏
i=0
Gi
)(
n−1∏
i=0
Ui
)−1
.
Next we give Algorithm 3 for computing the Eta pairing η(D, E) on the curve Hd,2 of genus 2.
For the complexity of Algorithm 3, we set the notations: m is the time for a multiplication in
F5n , m5 for a multiplication in F55n and s for a squaring in F5n . The precomputation in the step 2
and the step 3 requires 1m + 2s, the step 4 needs 8m and the step 5 needs 12m + 3s. In for loop,
the step 8 needs 11m. The reduction process in the step 9 and the step 10 needs 14m. The reason
is following: From Table 7, we know that the entries of gi + ki appear as
gi + ki =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
j ρ4 ρ3 ρ2 ρ 1
6 0 0 0 0 1
5 0 0 0 −1 bi,5
4 0 0 0 0 bi,4
3 0 0 0 bi,4 ∗ + 
2 0 0 bi,4 ∗ +  ∗ + 
1 0 bi,4 ∗ +  ∗ +  ∗ + 
0 bi,4 ∗ +  ∗ +  ∗ +  ∗ + 
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
where ∗ represents nonzero entries of gi and  represents nonzero entries of ki . Therefore, for
R1 = μ · (gi + ki ) of the step 9, we need 7m because μ = (μ6, μ5, μ4, μ3, μ2, 1, 0). Similarly,
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Algorithm 3 Eta pairing computation by using resultant on Hd,2
INPUT: D = [u D , u D], E = [uE , vE ] ∈ JHd,2(F5n ), endomorphism ψ , q = 5n , m = (n − 1)/2
OUTPUT: g and l for η(D, E) = g/l5
1: Precompute powers of uE,1, uE,0, vE,1 and vE,0, 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1.
2: u1[i] = u5iE,1, u0[i] = u5
i
E,0, v1[i] = (2vE,1)5
i
, v0[i] = (2vE,0)5i
3: v2[i] = (2vE,0)2·5i , v3[i] = (4vE,0vE,1)5i , v4[i] = (2vE,1)2·5i
4: μ[i] ← (μ5i6 , μ5
i
5 , μ
5i
4 , μ
5i
3 , μ
5i
2 , 1, 0) and ν[i] ← (ν5
i
6 , ν
5i
5 , ν
5i
4 , ν
5i
3 , ν
5i
2 , 0, 1) (Eq. (16))
5: Precompute δ0, a0(T ), b0(T ) in Table 7
6: Set h ← 1
7: for i = 0 to n − 1 do
8: Compute gi, j , j = 0, . . . , 5, ki, j , j = 0, . . . , 4 and Ui,1, Ui,0 in Table 7
9: Compute R1 = μ[n − 2 − i] · (gi + ki )
10: Compute R0 = ν[n − 2 − i] · (gi + ki )
11: G = R21 − u1[n − 2 − i]R1 R0 + u0[n − 2 − i]R20
12: U = (Ui,0 − u0[n − 2 − i])2 − u1[n − 2 − i](Ui,0 − u0[n − 2 − i])(Ui,1 − u1[n − 2 − i]) + u0[n −
2 − i](Ui,1 − u1[n − 2 − i])2
13: h ← h · G, l ← l · U
14: end for
15: return h and l
the computation of R0 of the step 10 needs 7m. We need 2s5 + m5 + 10m for each step of 11.
For the step 12, let
UD,1 = u5i+1D,1 , UD,0 = u5
i+1
D,0 , UE,1 = u5
−i−1
E,1 , UE,0 = u5
−i−1
E,0
A1 = UD,1 + UE,1, A2 = UE,0 − 2U2E,1 − UE,1UD,1 + UD,0 − 2U2D,1
A3 = UE,1(2A2 − U2E,1 − 2UD,1) + 2UD,1(UE,0 + UD,0).
Then the step 12 is computed by the following equation
Ui = ρ4 + (2A1 + d)ρ3 + (1 − d A1 + 2A2)ρ2 + (A3 + A1)ρ
+ ((A3 + 2A1)d + 2A2 + 1 + (UE,0 + UD,0)(UE,0 + UD,0 + U2D,1 + UE,1UD,1)
+ UD,0(UE,0 + U2E,1 − U2D,1)).
Since U2E,1 = μ5
−i−1
3 +UE,0, where μ3 = u2E,1−uE,0 precomputed in the step 4, the computation
of A1, A2 and A3 requires 3m and 1s, and thus we need 5m and 1s for Ui . The final complexity
for Algorithm 3 is therefore
TR,2 = 26m + n(11m + 14m + 2s5 + 1m5 + 10m + 2m5 + 5m + 1s)
= 26m + n(41m + 5m5).
To analyze TR,2, we need to estimate m5 with respect to m. Using Karatsuba method (Karatsuba
and Ofman, 1963; Knuth, 2004), we can perform a multiplication in F55n with at most 15
multiplications in F5n without further optimization. For A =∑4i=0 aiρi , B =∑4i=0 biρi ∈ F55n ,
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the multiplication AB can be obtained by
AB =(A2ρ3 + A1)(B2ρ3 + B1)
=A2 B2ρ6 + ((A2 + A1)(B2 + B1) − A2 B2 − A1 B1)ρ3 + A1 B1,
where A2 = (a4ρ + a3), A1 = (a2ρ2 + a1ρ + a0),
B2 = (b4ρ + b3), B1 = (b2ρ2 + b1ρ + b0).
(17)
Since the polynomials A2, B2 have 2 terms, A2 B2 needs 3 multiplications in F5n by applying
Karatsuba method. For A1 B1, we need 5 multiplications in F5n by a2b2ρ2 + ((a2 + a1)(b2 +
b1)−a2b2 −a1b1)ρ + ((a2 +a0)(b2 +b0)−a2b2 −a0b0 +a1b1)ρ +a0b0. The multiplication of
(A2 + A1)(B2 + B1) also needs 5 multiplications as A1 B1 because both have 3 terms. Thus, by
simply applying Karatsuba method, we can perform m5 with 13m at most. From this assumption,
we obtain the time complexity for Algorithm 3
TR,2 = 26m + n(41m + 5m5) = 26m + n(106m).
To evaluate how the Eta pairing on Hd,2 is useful, we compare the complexities of the
proposed algorithms for the Eta pairing on general divisors over Hd,2 and Hd,3 . For the security
level 80, Hd,2 should be defined over at least F589. In fact, Hd,2/F589 is a cryptographically
good candidate because the Jacobian group over H2,2 : y2 = x5 − x + 2 has the order as
|J (F589)| = 11 · 26701 · 26698816301 · 103738789930024471 · , where
 = 320853938632419482916934900496124909356785646550669810071031846661226379
80391232936687499471(303 bits).
From Table 1, we note that, for the security level 80, Hd,3 is defined over F729 and the
complexity of Algorithm 2 for the Eta pairing on Hd,3/F729 is given by 7174M + 3509M7. If
we apply Karatsuba method to perform a multiplication M7 in F77n over F7n similar to Eq. (17),
M7 can be implemented with 24M . Therefore, we summarize the complexity TR,3 of Algorithm
2 and the complexity TR,2 of Algorithm 3 as follows:
TR,3 = 91390M, TR,2 = 9460m,
where M is the time for a multiplication in F729 and m is the time for a multiplication in F589.
The ratio of the complexities is given by TR,3/TR,2 = 9.66M/m. Therefore, the Eta pairing
on Hd,2 using Algorithm 3 is more efficient than the Eta pairing on Hd,3 using Algorithm 2
unless the multiplication m in F589 is 10 times slower than the multiplication M in F729.
Since the embedding degree 5 of Hd,2 is somewhat small, the size of defining field should
be large, for instance 589 ∼ 2206 and 729 ∼ 281. The size of defining field plays an important
role in the speed of field operations. Furthermore, in the implementation of operations in Fpn , the
characteristic 7 gives better properties than the characteristic 5 because 7 = 23−1 and 5 = 22+1.
In conclusion, a multiplication in F589 might cost more expensive than a multiplication in F729,
and hence it is open whether Hd,2 provides more efficient computation of the Eta pairing because
of the embedding degree and the characteristic.
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Appendix
In Section 5, by searching for good candidates for  and n from n = 29 through n = 79, we
find the following:
When n = 29, for H(−1) curve,
 = 295427580543981044508742175251656510425218717654351011099430750210650097.
When n = 43, for H(−1) curve,
 = 5371861856918638801882170398637427535170557636685001755248145239019575888
78744075332862878883563864467.
When n = 47, for H(−1) curve,
 = 1374977246100442511120317977333132112811201746986337527002269510303406514
9004498912831678964830780873139729982133.
When n = 73, for H(+1) curve,
 = 1055339806451465619904681860606549517661466267122231937236741631980131588
99403621841975533231846990078128557860204797895519409349765129072347530962042
5880333576516676980042149532583647.
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